Pruess. The author analyzes the timbre, texture, modal and structural characteristics, identifying the features which allow referring the composition to the genre of popular meditative music.
with shimmering jingling bells 6 , create an image of "miraculous lights" that can be interpreted as a phenomenon of a gold scroll with the sacred text of Vajra Guru Mantra 7 inscribed on it.
The pedal tones of singing bowls 8 and tampura 9 in a great octave, emerging later, find boundless depths of the unknown space. Due to a wide arrangement of voices, radiant "glimpses" of sitar and bell sounds, as well as special sound processing, musical fabric is like "illuminated" from within.
The theme, acceding later, which is performed with a duduk 10 , because of a melodic relief and a "thicker" tone of this instrument in the actuated register (within the fifth g -d1), is sounder, and as if marks the next stage of the thickening of a metaphysical phenomenon, which manifests itself in the material world. This effect is compounded by the fact that the sound of the duduk resembles the human voice by its tone.
A slowly unfolding melody of the duduk, with a "dissolved" calling intoneme, is articulated from small thin melodies with lots of decorations (sliding, mordents, trills, grace notes) and "hanging" endings of motives. A high position of some sounds is difficult to "percept", so the recording of a music example is rather conventional: "flickering" of the tones b and h in double measure is aurally perceived as "average". The elements of gritty voicing which is typical for the early folklore of all nations, as well as for professional music of oral traditions of the East, contribute to the creation of an archaic flavor.
In addition, it is promoted by metrorythmical freedom, rhythmical and structural flexibility (the division into bars, fixed in a musical example, is also conventional) (Fig. 1) .
The texture complex, set in the entrance, is essentially the same over the entire composition, serving as a background for the deployment of vocal and instrumental themes of the following sections. This is a fixed base, which is "strung" by the sound of other instruments -lasting tones of a singing bowl and tampura forming a combination of perfect consonances -octaves and fifths.
These are the first intervals of a natural line, begotten objectively by any sounding body, having the semantics of timeless natural, cosmic being in music. In the aspect of pitch organization a fifth "organ point" gives the impression of the abutment of the tone "C".
Besides, the Bourdon fifth accompanying the melody of the entrance is associated with an accompaniment to Indian raga, which, along with the modal characteristics of the melody, not only gives a more exotic "flavor" to the sound, but is seen as a sign of refraction of the harmony of the universe through the prism of the ancient musical culture.
The texture complex, set in the entrance, is essentially the same over the entire composition, serving as a background for the deployment of vocal and instrumental themes of the following sections. At the heart of the tune is common time melody 12 , which alternatively transforms further.
Its variants-motifs are arranged in pairs 13 (their pair is a conditional common time designated in the diagram as «b», and it is a full mantrachant). Logically the pairs of melodies (a kind of periodicity pair) are secured on the basis of a question-and-answer structure: the first sentence is higher in tessitura and ends with an upward swing onto an unstable step of a fret, while the second one includes a downward motion to a sustainable step of a fret in the lower register; but some sections have not two, but three pairs of melodies' variants, i.e., the text of the mantra sounds three times (in the final stanza -four times).
In addition to the theme of the duduk, the composition contains another instrumental melody, sounding in the timbre of a synthesized lack of halftone moves, tensions, a quarto-fifth "backbone" of melodic units, variability of fret supports are the signs of an anhemitonic modal structure that is the oldest stage in the development of modal thinking of many people.
At the heart of the tune is common time melody Here is the compositional scheme of the play. conditional common time designated in the diagram as «b», and it is a full mantrachant). Logically the pairs of melodies (a kind of periodicity pair) are secured on the basis of a question-and-answer structure: the first sentence is higher in tessitura and ends with an upward swing onto an unstable step of a fret, while the second one includes a downward motion to a sustainable step of a fret in the lower register; but some sections have not two, but three pairs of melodies' variants, i.e., the text of the mantra sounds three times (in the final stanza -four times).
In addition to the theme of the duduk, the composition contains another instrumental melody, sounding in the timbre of a synthesized vocal (which we conventionally designated as "angelic voice") on the background of the already mentioned textured complex (in the section indicated in the diagram as "C"). The melodic line is symmetric and is built on two descending fourth melodies-"sequents"
by straight lengths, which are based on a simple modal structure of four tones in the range of a fifth. The simplicity and an objectified tone of the melody, the dimension of a rhythmic pattern, descending "calling" quartal 14 motives (forming a four-step scale in the range of a fifth), high register, transparent texture and soft dynamics contribute to the creation of a "heavenly", "ethereal" image. In further moments the theme recedes into the background, "getting lost" in the texture and connecting with the main theme.
Here is the compositional scheme of the play. It identifies letter names of the sections (the first line) and their playing time (the second line), as well as the themes, included in the sections with a more detailed playing time (the third and fourth lines).
As you can see, the whole composition is mostly based on the alternation of the themes considered above, with their repeated return and combination in a vertical way. thematic material (both in "micro" and "macro" levels) is subjected to variationvariational transformations: the themes in their original form are not repeated, but both their syntactic structure and timbre, rhythmic and textural components change.
The principle of symmetry, realized at different levels (from melodies within the same phrase to whole stanzas), as well as constant repetitions of melodies, phrases, sentences, chapters, contribute to the effect of "gyre", statics. The sense of time dilation is created due to a progressive massive growth of stanzas, and therefore vocal sections as a whole. Thus, we can talk about a special organization of time which is not linearly directed, but cyclic and closed. "Space-time continuum", recreated by the musical means, addresses the consciousness of the listener to a kind of "supra-temporal" reality.
In this composition, we do not see the thematic transformation, the accumulation and display of its new features. At the same time, despite the lack of a dynamic procedurality, there is a certain direction in the succession of the sections at the figurative-semantic level in general -from the entrance image of "miraculous lights" and "calling" duduk music to the sacred text of the mantra, which is the semantic center of the composition. The transformation of the instrumental theme ("C") in the final section, namely its fragmentation into short disparate motives, "scattered" in the texture, the gradual removal of all voices, except for pedal tones, the extinction of dynamics and "melting" of the sound can be interpreted as a metaphor of the dissolution in infinity and merging with the divine.
The inclusion of the text of Tibetan mantra in the composition indicates the influence of the spiritual practice of Buddhism. But above all, popular meditative The genre area of popular meditative music covers instrument theatrical (at least -vocal) pieces, common in a fixed form in audio data carriers and having a number of similarities in figurative-content terms and in terms of musical language, existence and functioning. (Matviitseva, 2014, p. 103-111) 2
The followers of the Nyingma School consider it basic. The Mantra text was handed over by Guru Rinpoche, or Padmasambhava, the Indian Buddhist tantra teacher of the VIII century, revered in Tibet. Padmasambhava created a line of oral transmission (Kama), which goes from teacher to student, and left a number of hidden teachings (terma). Terma with the interpretation of the text of Vajra Guru Mantra was discovered by Tulku Karma Lingpa (Khenchen, Khenpo, 1999, p.36) .
3
The unambiguous interpretation of the syllables of the mantra is not possible, its content is multifaceted. In order to illustrate Vajra Guru Mantra in general terms (to the extent that is necessary for this paper), we turned to the publication of "The source of achievements. The benefits from reading Vajra Guru Mantra, and an explanation of its syllables". As follows from the text of this book, Vajra Guru Mantra contains a life and heart essence of all the Buddhas of the three times, enlightened Teachers, deities, dakinis, and protectors of Dharma (Teachings). That is why a good effect of Vajra Guru Mantra is multidimensional: it protects those who diligently practice its reading against all kinds of adversity and helps to overcome various disasters, achieve abundance and prosperity, develop their spiritual faculties, become purged from defilements and find the original knowledge.
4
Apparently, the composer did not aim to observe the principle of japa, as the number of repetitions of the mantra does not meet the Buddhist sacred numbers (9, 27, 36, 108, etc.) 5
Sitar is a fretted instrument used in Indian classical music and characterized by a particular unique and recognizable timbre.
6
Buddhists believe bells harmonize space. Bells are used in Buddhist rituals.
7
Terma with Vajra Guru Mantra was discovered in the XIV century in Tibet by Tulku Karma Lingpa.
8
Singing bowls are a fixed musical instrument, a kind of bell. The sound comes from vibration of a bowl's walls and its edge.
9
Tampura is a string-bowed instrument. In India it is used mainly as an accompanying instrument in the performance of raga.
10
Duduk is a woodwind musical instrument, common among the peoples of the Caucasus and the Middle East.
11
In broader terms, this is due to the parameters of time, specific to this genre, which is not linearly directed, current from the past through the present to the future, but not having the beginning and the end; not a motion-action, but a stay.
12
Melody is the smallest syntax element, a melodic invariant whose formula operates outside of this text. Melody is also a particular variant, an invariant and an archetype. Besides, it is a specific link in the melody chain, and a subject of variant development in the text or a type of texts (Ruch'evskaia, 1998, p. 27-28) .
13
A pair of variants of a melody for hearing, brought up on European classics, is correlated with a melodic phrase. Due to the regularity of common time constructions and the distant link of the reference tones enclosing them, the analogy with the structure of a period of two (three or four) sentences is possible.
14 «Intonational form of music», the book of Medushevskii, contains a reference to a quart which is presented as leitinterval of angels in "Christmas Oratorio" by Bach. (Medushevskii, 1993, p. 37) .
